Abstract-This paper generates improved stability conditions for a class of feedback systems consisting of two elements, one which is a linear time invariant plant with parametric uncertainty and the other, an odd, monotone nondecreasing nonlinearity confined to the sector (0, k]. The improvement results from the use of noncausal multipliers which reduces the requirement of passivity on the feedback elements.
I. INTRODUCTION N this paper, we are interested in the absolute stability of the interval plant to the extent that the results may be more conservative. Our development permits the determination of ICmz without using loop transformations and does not require the nonlinearity to be slope-bounded.
A substantial amount of work has been done in recent years on strict positive realness (SPR) of interval plants. See [2], [14] , [15] and the references therein. These results are extensions of Kharitonov's work [7] on the stability of a family of plants. Passivity of the family of plants is determined indirectly using the well-known relationship between passivity and strict positive realness (or more precisely, passivity and positive realness). Thus, stability results can be obtained in this framework using the Passivity Theorem. One of the shortcomings of using SPR conditions for ensuring passivity is the requirement for the linear system under consideration to be causal. Although physical systems are always causal, it is desirable to remove this requirement because an artificial noncausal multiplier may be introduced into the analysis as a mechanism for reducing the conservativism of the resulting absolute stability conditions.
The main result of the paper is the derivation of sufficient conditions for stability of the feedback interconnection of an interval plant and an odd, monotone non-decreasing nonlinearity in the sector [0, IC], a case that has practical application. Our stability condition involves checking for the strong positivity of a shifted family of plants cascaded with a, nor necessarily rational, noncausal multiplier, a concept that differs from the more restrictive notion of SPR studied in [l], [3], [8] 
A. Factorization of Positive Operators
Let M be a convolution operator defined by M z ( t ) = h(t)@a(t), where the symbol, @, denotes convolution. Suppose in addition, M satisfies the following conditions: 
C. The System
We will consider a feedback system of Fig. l 
4(-2) = -4 ( x ) .
(2.6)
D. Main Problem
We now define the main problem to be solved in this paper. Given the system defined by (2.3a) and (2.3b), find conditions on H1 that guarantees closed loop stability in the L2 sense when H2 is defined by (2.4)-(2.6). In Section 111, we prove an important theorem concerning the positivity of a certain family of plants and in Section IV, we use this theorem to prove a new stability result.
POSITIVITY OF A FAh4IL.Y OF PLANTS WITH NONCAUSAL MULTIPLIERS
The main problem solved in this section is the following:
Given a family of interval plants P and a noncausal multiplier M find conditions that guarantee the positivity of the function, R = MP+ k, where k is a positive real number. This problem is closely related to the SPR of the function R, which in turn has been studied rather extensively. The main difference between the results of this section and those published elsewhere lies in the introduction of the noncausal multiplier M. See [8] ,
[lo], and [15] for related results on SPR and [6] for extensions to the more general class of plants with linearly dependent parametric uncertainties.
Let G: L2 + . L2 be the linear convolution operator defined by In the sequel, we will concentrate on strong positivity. All of the results in this section can be re-stated for positivity with straightforward changes. Let Nij(w, A) Thus, the points 5 E S(zl, 6) define a neighborhood S(z1, 6), z1 = ax1 + IC, such that E E S(z1, 6,) =. E E R, which contradicts the assumption that z1 E dQ. Lemma 3.1 is important in subsequent developments as a result of the following observation. Since the image of
R ( j w ) = M ( j w ) P ( j w ) + k is bordered by R ( j w , A, p ) , then to find the infimum of R e [ R ( j w ) ] , it is enough to consider points, z1 E R ( j w , A, p ) . It is possible to compute the infimum of R e [ R ( j w ) ]
at each frequency, wo, by fixing one of the two parameters, A or p, ( p say), and finding the infimum when A varies between 0 and 1, then change p and iterate the process. Even though this procedure is theoretically correct, it is impractical due to the computations involved. Fortunately, the following theorem proves that this search is actually unnecessary. (4 j) = (1, 2), (1, 41, (2, 3)or (3, 4) ). 
N. STABILITY RJZWLTS
The main problem addressed in this section is the following. Given a feedback interconnection of a linear time invariant plant containing parametric uncertainty, i.e., a family of interval plants, and a nonlinearity in the sector [0, IC], find sufficient conditions for the stability of the closed loop system. We first derive a new stability condition for systems without uncertainty, which generalizes the results of [12] . The proof of the following theorem and its corollary appear in the Appendix.
Theorem 4. I :
Consider the feedback connection of the subsystems, Hland H2, defined by (2.3aH2.3b). Let HI and H2: LZe 4 Lz,. Then, a sufficient condition for closed loop stability is the existence of a p and 6 > 0 and a (possibly noncausal) strongly positive multiplier, M E B, which satisfies 
and since (MTNM,-l), and (NM;') are both causal, we have
In the same way, from inequality (4.2), 
It is well known that the system of Fig. l(a) 
